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Abstract

With the recognition of the importance of computational approach for protein-protein interaction prediction, many techniques have been developed to computationally predict protein-protein interactions. However, few techniques are actually implemented and announced in service form for general users to readily access and use the techniques. In this paper, we design and implement a protein interaction prediction service system based on the domain combination based protein-protein interaction prediction technique, which is known to show superior accuracy to other conventional computational protein-protein interaction prediction methods. In the prediction accuracy test of the method, high sensitivity (77\%) and specificity (95\%) are achieved for test protein pairs containing common domains with learning sets of proteins in a Yeast. The stability of the method is also manifested through the testing over DIP CORE, HMS-PCI, and TAP data. The functions of the system are divided into core, subsidiary, and general service function categories. The core function category includes the functions that can be provided only by using the domain combination based protein-protein interaction prediction method. Interaction prediction for a single protein pair and visualization of interaction probability distributions are the functions in this category. The subsidiary function category includes the functions that can be derived from the core functions. Domain combination pair search with high appearance probability and construction of protein interaction network are the functions in this category. Lastly, the general service function category includes the functions that can be implemented by collecting and organizing the protein and domain data in the Internet. Performance, openness and flexibility are the major design goals and they are achieved by adopting parallel execution techniques, Web Services standards, and layered architecture respectively. In this paper, several representative user interfaces of the system are also introduced with comprehensive usage guides.
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1 Introduction

With the recognition of the importance of computational approach for protein-protein interaction prediction, many techniques have been developed to computationally predict protein-protein interaction [5, 6, 12, 14]. Finding and analyzing subsequences affecting the protein-protein interactions from raw protein sequence is one approach [7]. Another is to predict protein interactions by analyzing the physicochemical properties or tertiary structure of proteins [3]. Domain based protein-protein interaction prediction is also an actively studied approach by several research groups recently [5, 14, 16].
However, most of the techniques are still in immature state and only a few of them are provided as concrete services for general users. This is due to the fact that protein-protein interaction prediction research is in early stage and thus their prediction accuracy is not good enough to be serviced for general users. InterDom [13] provides useful information on proteins, domains, and protein-protein interactions in integrated manner and it tries to predict protein-protein interactions based on domain information. But the prediction method of InterDom is rather simple and the prediction accuracy of InterDom is not apparent.

Recently, a domain combination based protein-protein interaction prediction method is well studied by Han’s group and the prediction accuracy of this method is revealed to be superior to that of other conventional domain based protein interaction prediction methods [9, 10]. The method is more sophisticated and more reliable than conventional domain based protein-protein interaction prediction methods. In this paper, we have measured again the prediction accuracy of the method with different conditions and data from those of the previous measurements to confirm the superiority of the domain combination based prediction method. High sensitivity (77%) and specificity (95%) are achieved for test protein pairs containing common domains with learning sets of protein pairs in a Yeast. The stability of the method is also manifested through testing over DIP CORE, HMS-PCI, and TAP data. Although the test result is limited only to proteins in a Yeast organism, the prediction system with such an accuracy and stability can provide valuable information to biologists.

Then we design and implement a protein-protein interaction prediction system, named PreSPI (Prediction System for Protein Interaction), using the technique. For the implementation of PreSPI, we first list up the service functions and extract design goals of PreSPI. Then the software architecture of PreSPI is devised to effectively implement the service functions and to achieve the design goals.

The major function of PreSPI is to predict the interaction possibility of proteins. But it is also equipped with various auxiliary functions for researchers on proteins or protein interactions. PreSPI’s functions are largely divided into core functions, subsidiary functions, and general service functions. In this paper, the details of definitions and usage guides of the functions in each category are described with the introduction of representative user interfaces of PreSPI.

In general, computational approach for protein-protein interaction requires huge amount of computations on volatile distributed data. Moreover, the service result of PreSPI usually provides only clues for biologists to conduct various attempts rather than the final expected answer. Thus the service system should be equipped with various means for external applications or systems to effectively access its services. This becomes clear when we consider the situation that one wants to prepare an application that asks a service to PreSPI, wait the result, receive the result, and send the result as an input for other service requests.

Performance, openness, and flexibility are extracted as the three major design goals that PreSPI has to achieve to meet above requirements. The performance goal of PreSPI is achieved by executing most time consuming services in parallel. Although many services of PreSPI requires large amount of computation, we found that they can be executed in parallel without much of additional programming effort. The openness goal of the system is supported by adopting Web Services standards [17, 18, 19] when converting PreSPI service functions into public service. External applications or systems can readily call and use the APIs of PreSPI on Web services infrastructure. For the support of extensibility or flexibility of PreSPI, layered architecture is adopted. Data module and service module are explicitly divided. This layered architecture is appropriate specially for PreSPI. When raw data is newly updated, it can be reflected to the data module of the system without influencing the service module of the system.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly explain the domain combination based protein-protein interaction prediction method. In Section 3, we explain the major functions and structures of PreSPI. In Section 4, we describe the usage guide for several representative user interfaces of PreSPI. Finally, we draw conclusion in Section 5.
2 Domain Combination Based Protein-Protein Interaction Prediction Method

In this section, we briefly introduce the background, framework, and validation result of the domain combination based protein-protein interaction prediction method to be implemented in this work. More details of the method can be found in [9] and [10].

2.1 Motivation

The domain combination based protein-protein interaction prediction method originated from the domain based protein-protein interaction method [5, 14, 16] and some of the drawbacks of domain based approach are eliminated in the domain combination based approach. Most domain based protein-protein interaction prediction methods share the conjecture that protein-protein interaction is the result of domain-domain interaction. Those methods infer domain-domain interacting information from protein-protein interaction and then try to predict protein interactions based on the inferred domain-domain interacting information. But previous domain based researches usually considers only the interactions of single domain pairs. They even assume that the interactions of single domain pairs are independent of one another for computational convenience. As a result, the prediction accuracy of conventional domain based approaches was not so good for the methods to be used in research or industrial fields.

There could be many other reasons for the limitations of conventional domain based approaches but the assumption that single domain pair is the basic unit of protein interaction seems to be the major reason of the limitations. To overcome these limitations, domain combination based approach introduces the notion of domain combination and domain combinations pair (dc-pair). The term domain combination is used to represent the set of domains. Domain combination based approach interprets protein-protein interaction as the result of the interactions of multi-domain pairs or the interaction of groups of domains, i.e., the domain combination based protein-protein interaction prediction model considers dc-pair as a basic unit of protein interactions. The clear contrast of domain combination based approach and conventional domain based approach can be found in [9].

2.2 Prediction Method

In domain combination based protein interaction prediction method, the appearances of domain combination pairs of interacting and non-interacting set of protein pairs are registered in matrices. The matrix is called AP (Appearance Probability) matrix. Then a probability equation that maps a protein pair to a real number in the range of 0 to 1 is devised based on the information stored in the matrices. The real number is called PIP (Primary Interaction Probability) value in this paper. When the equation is applied to every protein pair in interacting and non-interacting set of protein pairs, two distributions of PIP values are obtained. Using the two PIP distributions, for an unknown protein pair, its PIP value is computed and the interaction possibility of the protein pair is predicted by deciding to which distribution the PIP value belongs. The schematic view of this process and the details of the method are described in [9].

2.3 Validation Result

According to [9, 10], the domain combination based protein-protein interaction prediction method shows remarkably better prediction accuracy than conventional domain based prediction methods. But the previous validations of the method missed the point that when there is no common domain between a testing protein pair and the constructed AP matrix, the application of the method is meaningless. That is, when there is no overlapping domain between a protein pair and AP matrix, the domain or domain combination based protein-protein interaction method should not be applied. So in the validation of the method, we eliminated all the protein pairs which contain no overlapping domains with AP matrix in the test set of protein pairs.
We used exactly the same way as the previous validations in preparing learning sets of interaction and non-interacting protein pairs. That is, two sets of protein pairs were used. One is the interacting set of protein pairs acquired from DIP database (http://dip.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/) [15], where 15,174 interacting protein pairs in a Yeast organism were prepared. Since not all the proteins in the protein pairs have domain information, only 7,500 interacting protein pairs could be used in the validation. The domain information for the proteins is extracted from PDB (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/proteome/) [1, 2].

On the other hand, the non-interacting set of protein pairs is artificially generated by randomly pairing the reported proteins with domain information in a Yeast organism. Note that there is no publicly announced information on the non-interacting set of protein pairs. Approximately 6,000 proteins are known from Yeast. Among them, 2,700 proteins have domain information and they can be used in the creation of non-interacting sets of protein pairs. 127,700 protein pairs were generated by randomly pairing the 2,700 proteins. Then the negative sets of protein pairs were created by randomly selecting required amount of protein pairs from the prepared set when necessary. Since interacting protein pairs could be included as well in the prepared set of protein pairs, we eliminated interacting protein pairs when selecting protein pairs for the preparation of non-interacting sets of protein pairs.

For test of prediction accuracy of the method, we divided the interacting and non-interacting sets of protein pairs into learning and testing sets of protein pairs, respectively. Among the data, 80% is used for learning sets and 20% is reserved for test. For the precise evaluation of our protein-protein interaction prediction method, we increased the size of the non-interacting set of protein pairs because it is more natural to assume that there are more non-interacting protein pairs than interacting protein pairs. Note that the protein pairs without overlapping domains in AP matrix are not included in the test data in the measurement.

Table 1 shows the sensitivities and specificities of each test group depending on the ratios of interacting and non-interacting set of protein pairs. The data in each test group is divided further into two subgroups; one group is the test set of protein pairs which has a matching PIP value in PIP distributions and the other group is the test set of protein pairs without matching PIP value in PIP distribution. As shown in Table 1, very high sensitivities and specificities were achieved for the test groups with matching PIP values, whereas moderate sensitivities and specificities were achieved for the test groups without matching PIP values. In the test, it was revealed that protein pairs with common domains in AP matrix are amenable to have matching PIP values in the PIP distributions. Only less than 5% of the protein pairs with common domains in AP matrix had no matching PIP value in the PIP distributions.

As well, the overall prediction accuracy was improved as the relative size of non-interacting set of protein pairs in the training sets was increased. When the size of the non-interacting set of protein pairs was 10 times bigger than that of the interacting set of protein pairs, 77% sensitivity and 95% specificity were achieved for the test protein pairs with common domains in AP matrix.

Table 1: The change of sensitivities and specificities by the ratios of interacting to non-interacting sets of protein pairs in training sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>1.0</th>
<th>2.0</th>
<th>5.0</th>
<th>10.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>96.77</td>
<td>92.96</td>
<td>85.98</td>
<td>78.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>73.20</td>
<td>83.62</td>
<td>91.03</td>
<td>95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>69.70</td>
<td>76.74</td>
<td>61.19</td>
<td>31.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>62.16</td>
<td>64.58</td>
<td>76.36</td>
<td>81.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>95.93</td>
<td>92.27</td>
<td>85.08</td>
<td>76.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>73.07</td>
<td>83.32</td>
<td>90.73</td>
<td>94.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I: Protein pairs with matching PIP values.
II: Protein pairs without matching PIP values.
Table 2: The sensitivities and specificities from the experiments using DIP, DIP CORE, HMS-PCI and TAP data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ratio 1.0</th>
<th>2.0</th>
<th>5.0</th>
<th>10.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIP</td>
<td>Sensitivity 96.77 92.96 85.98 78.73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specificity 73.20 83.62 91.02 95.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIP CORE</td>
<td>Sensitivity 97.89 97.19 95.40 90.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specificity 70.23 90.77 89.76 95.21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMS-PCI</td>
<td>Sensitivity 94.64 96.98 95.71 93.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specificity 62.50 72.92 91.96 93.91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAP</td>
<td>Sensitivity 92.70 97.23 98.30 97.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specificity 86.67 97.43 97.70 98.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to ascertain that the method provides stable prediction accuracies for other data sets, its prediction accuracy was also measured using DIP CORE [4], HMS-PCI [11] and TAP [8] data. Table 2 shows the sensitivities and specificities of each test group. Only the case when there was matching PIP values in the PIP distributions was considered. As shown in Table 2, quite stable and high prediction accuracies were obtained irrespective of data sets. When the ratio is 10, the accuracy of using DIP data is under those of other cases. This indirectly indicates DIP data contains more erroneous data than the other data sources. On the other hand the prediction accuracy of using TAP data was almost perfect. From this result, we can conclude that the domain combination based protein-protein interaction prediction service system can provide quite reliable computationally predicted protein-protein interaction information for the protein pairs with overlapping domains in AP matrix.

3 PreSPI

In order to make the domain combination based protein-protein interaction method be used by general users, we need to develop a service system that can be easily accessible from the users. In this section, we introduce a protein-protein interaction prediction service system that implements the method in Section 2 and provides some other useful facilities for protein and protein interactions.

3.1 Functions of PreSPI

As explained in introduction part, the functions of PreSPI are largely divided into core functions, subsidiary functions, and general service functions. The core functions are the functions that can be provided only by PreSPI. They include functions such as the interaction prediction for single protein pair, visualization of PIP distribution, category determination of multiple protein pairs, and ranking the interaction possibilities of protein pairs. The subsidiary functions include functions such as search of dc-pairs with high appearance probability on AP matrix, construction of protein interaction network, and report of the prediction system's accuracy. The general service functions include functions such as retrieval of domain information for a given protein and inter-translation of accession Ids (DIP_ID, SWISSPROT_ID, PIR_ID). While the core functions and subsidiary functions are implemented using the techniques developed by Han et al. [10], the general service functions are the useful functions that can be implemented by collecting and organizing the protein and domain data on the Internet. We leave the details of the functions to PreSPI web site (http://silver.icu.ac.kr:8080/torajim/index.html).

3.2 Architecture of PreSPI

In general, computational approaches of protein-protein interaction prediction system uses continually updated distributed data and requires huge amount of computations. In PreSPI, several AP matrices with more than one billion entries should be prepared, and dozens of PIP distributions should be obtained based on the AP matrices. Once AP matrices and PIP distributions are prepared, the service functions introduced in the previous subsection can be implemented. But the service time is
different from depending on the type of service. Some services take couple of seconds, whereas some services take several hours.

Meanwhile, the service result of PreSPI provides clues for biologists to conduct various attempts rather than the final expected answer. Thus the service system should be equipped with various facilities to effectively access the services from external applications or systems.

In order to meet above requirements, performance, openness, and flexibility are adopted as design goals of PreSPI. Performance design goal is achieved by processing several time taking services in parallel. Interacting protein search is one of the services that can be processed in parallel by dividing a set of target proteins into multiple groups and processing each group independently. We found that many services in PreSPI can be processed in parallel through multi-job parallel processing techniques. Note that multi-job parallel processing is usually can be embodied without so much additional programming efforts.

For the openness design goal, PreSPI uses Web Services standards when opening its services to public. External applications and systems can easily access and use the services as long as it follows web services standards. For the support of flexibility and extensibility, PreSPI adopts layered architecture. Data and service modules are explicitly divided and again service module is divided into three sub-layers. Figure 1 shows the architecture of PreSPI. Data module is responsible for preparing the databases that are needed in service module. There are three modules in the data module. One is protein-domain dictionary building sub-module, another is AP matrix construction sub-module and the last is PIP value distribution generation sub-module. Protein-domain dictionary building sub-module gathers information of proteins and domains from external databases on the Internet and correlates them in order to link domain information with protein information. The service module responds to the service requests from users. AP matrix construction sub-module generates two AP matrices corresponding to interacting and non-interacting set of protein pairs respectively. PIP value distribution generation sub-module applies the PIP function to all elements of AP matrices and stores the resulting PIP values into the database. Once the three databases are prepared by data module, PreSPI is ready to service through service module.

Based on the information in databases prepared by data module, the service module provides the
functions listed in Table 3. The main function of the service module is to receive and respond to service requests from users. The service module has three layers: UI (user interface) layer, connection layer, and service library routine layer. The UI layer accepts user's service requests, hands them over to the lower function connection layer, and then visualizes the results from the function connection layer. The function connection layer provides channels between UI layer and service library routines. It locates the appropriate library routines for the service request from UI layer. The service library routine layer is the set of various service routines. The separation of service module and data module enhances flexibility and reduces maintenance overhead of PreSPI. New types of service requests can be easily and transparently handled by adding corresponding routines in the service library routine layer, and new function connection routines and UI routines in corresponding layers. When data or information is newly added or updated, it can be easily accommodated in the data module without modifying the service module.

4 Implementation

PreSPI was implemented using Python, Java, and Web services technologies. Data module was implemented in Python 2.2.2 and MySQL is used for the database construction. Web interface was used for the access of UI layer and the service module was implemented mainly using Java, Java applet, JSP, and Jython. Jython is used for calling the functions implemented in Java from the code in Python. JDBC driver (mysql-connector-java-3.0.8-stable) was used for accessing MySQL database from Java code. Jakarta-tomcat was used in Apache web server and Axis-1.1 was used as container for the support of web Services. All the functions of PreSPI listed in the previous section were converted into the form of Web Services. Since we adopted layered architecture, this converting was relatively easy and flexible.

In this section, we introduce several representative user interfaces and usage guides of PreSPI for the thorough understanding of PreSPI. Each service web page uniformly contains service description part and usage guide part. Service description part explains the services provided in a page and usage guide part explains how users can receive the service.

4.1 Visualization of PIP Distributions

This page shows the PIP value distributions of interacting and non-interacting set of Yeast protein pairs. Blue lines represent the distribution of non-interacting set of protein pairs and red lines are used to represent the distribution of interacting set of protein pairs. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of regular-interval PIP distributions. Regular-Interval PIP distribution lines up the PIP values of interacting and non-interacting set of protein pairs and shows the frequencies of interacting and non-interacting protein pairs for each PIP value. The intervals between the adjacent PIP values are equivalent irrespective of the adjacent PIP values. Consequently, when there are 10,000 different PIP values in the distributions, the distance between the adjacent PIP values uniformly becomes 1/10,000. PreSPI provides this function because the classification power of using PIP values in distinguishing interacting and non-interacting protein pairs is illustrated better by regular-interval PIP distribution. Although there exists some overlapping between the two distributions, most of the PIP values from non-interacting set of protein pairs are detected near 0, and most of the PIP values from interacting set of protein pairs are detected near 1. From this, we can conclude that PIP value can be used as a classifier for interacting and non-interacting sets of protein pairs. In order to look at absolute value PIP distributions instead of regular-interval PIP distributions, users can select 80% PIP distribution' or 100% PIP distribution' button. 80% PIP distribution and 100% PIP distribution illustrate the PIP distributions when 80% and 100% of the interacting set of protein pairs in training sets are used respectively for the creation of the distributions.

4.2 Interaction Prediction for Single Protein Pair

In this page, users can get the results of interaction possibility for an input protein pairs. Protein ID should be used for the input of a protein pair. The PIP value is computed and the result PIP
value is illustrated in PIP distributions. Some additional annotations - whether or not the pair was already confirmed as an interaction pair through experiments and if the computed PIP value has a matching value in PIP distributions - is also provided. The matching value information is important because when there is a matching PIP value in the distributions, the prediction result is more reliable. Accession ID, SWISSPROT_ID and PIR_ID are also allowed to be used for the specification of a protein.

Figure 3 shows the prediction result when protein pair <6500N (GID Number), 5307N> is submitted for prediction. From the result, we can figure out that protein 6500N has a domain IPR001126 and protein 5307N is reported to contain 5 domains: IPR002314, IPR002320, IPR004095, IPR004154 and IPR006195. The PIP value of <6500N, 5307N> is computed to 1.0 and we can figure out that this value has a matching PIP value in PIP distributions because the value of In-pip-distribution field is true. This page also shows that the protein pair is not yet confirmed to have interaction through experiment and the computationally predicted interaction probability by PreSPI is 90.34%. Even though those values are not 100% reliable, users can get useful preliminary information on proteins 6500N, 5307N and their interactions in summarized form.
4.3 Interaction Prediction for Plural Number of Protein Pairs
When plural number of protein pairs have to be tested for the investigation of their interaction possibilities, the function provided in this page is useful. This page not only predicts the interaction probabilities of input protein pairs but also provides various means to compare the protein pairs. Besides, by allowing plural number of protein pairs to be tested as a bundle, the efforts of users to test protein pairs one by one can be relieved drastically. Users may directly input protein pairs into the table in the page or upload protein pairs from an input file in predefined format.

The protein pairs in the input file are tested either one by one or in parallel, and the results are summarized and listed in the table of the page. In PreSPI, users can change the order of the list by designating a field for sorting in the table.

4.4 Interacting Protein Search
Typically, biologists concentrate on specific proteins in their researches. In that case, the information of proteins that have high probabilities to interact with a specific protein is quite useful. In this page, users submit a specific protein and get a protein list that contains proteins that are computationally expected to interact with the input protein. The interaction probabilities of protein pairs are computed and the protein pairs with high interaction probabilities are listed on top of the list with the interaction probabilities. Currently PreSPI tests approximately 2,700 protein pairs in Yeast when a protein is submitted. Since all the protein pairs should be tested and 5-8 seconds are taken for testing each protein pair, it takes more than 6 hours to completely test the total protein pairs. Nevertheless, biologists can get useful information from this service.

Some other services of PreSPI are not introduced in this paper because of space limitations. For example, domain and domain combination information of a protein also can be retrieved in PreSPI, but we leave the details of the services to PreSPI web site (http://silver.icu.ac.kr:8080/torajim/index.html).

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have designed and implemented a domain combination based protein interaction prediction service system with performance, openness, and flexibility design goals. As expected, several services of the system often require huge amount of computation time and we have confirmed that the performance of some services can be easily enhanced by applying typical parallel processing techniques.

We have found that the Web Services standard is quite useful in achieving openness goal of the system. By adapting the system to the Web Services standard, it can be easily integrated with other systems or applications.

Meanwhile, PreSPI has to reflect the continually updated remote data, which is usually distributed on the Internet, to its database. In order to support this, the system adopted layered architecture and we have found that layered architecture is well suited to this situation. Even though PreSPI is designed to implement the domain combination based protein interaction method, its architecture can be used as a reference model for other systems in similar situation.

Currently only Yeast proteins can be handled in PreSPI and it still lacks many useful functions for biologists. In future, we are planning to extend PreSPI so that it can be able to handle proteins of other organisms such as C. elegans, Drosophila, E. coli, Mouse, and Human. Receiving feedbacks from the actual users of PreSPI and reflecting the requests to the system is essential for the success of PreSPI.
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